
The Complete Manual For The Discus Keeper -
Unleash the Secrets of Perfect Discus Care

Discus fish, also known as the "King of the Aquarium," are prized for their vibrant
colors and graceful nature. With their unique and stunning appearance, they have
become one of the most popular choices among aquarium enthusiasts. However,
keeping discus fish requires proper care and attention. This complete manual will
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guide you through every step of the journey, from setting up the perfect habitat to
maintaining optimal water conditions.

Chapter 1: Choosing the Right Tank

Before bringing home your discus fish, it's crucial to select the right tank.
Discover the ideal tank size, shape, and materials to ensure your discus fish
thrive in their new environment. Learn about the essential equipment needed,
such as filters, heaters, and lighting systems, to create a healthy and stable
ecosystem.
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Chapter 2: Creating the Perfect Habitat

One of the key factors in discus fish care is providing them with a suitable habitat
that closely mimics their natural environment. Learn how to set up an aquarium
with the right type of substrate, plants, and decorations. Understand the
importance of proper water parameters, including temperature, pH, and
hardness, to promote the well-being of your discus fish.

Chapter 3: Feeding and Nutrition
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Proper nutrition plays a vital role in maintaining the health and vibrant colors of
discus fish. Explore the various types of food, including live, frozen, and pellets,
that are essential for a well-balanced diet. Get insights into proper feeding
techniques and learn how to create a feeding schedule to ensure your discus fish
receive the nutrients they need.

Chapter 4: Disease Prevention and Treatment

Like any living creatures, discus fish are susceptible to diseases. In this chapter,
learn about common diseases that affect discus fish and the preventive measures
you can take to minimize the risk. Discover proper quarantine procedures,
medications, and treatments to keep your prized discus fish healthy and vibrant.

Chapter 5: Breeding Discus Fish

If you're interested in expanding your discus fish collection, this chapter provides
you with a comprehensive guide to breeding discus fish. Understand the
intricacies of selecting compatible pairs, preparing the breeding tank, and
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creating the right conditions for successful breeding. Learn about egg care, fry
development, and raising healthy juvenile discus fish.

Chapter 6: Troubleshooting Common Problems

Inevitably, discus keepers encounter challenges along the way. In this final
chapter, find solutions to common problems, including aggression, fin rot, and
poor growth. Gain insights into proper tank maintenance, water testing, and
troubleshooting techniques that will help you keep your discus fish happy and
thriving.

The Complete Manual For The Discus Keeper is your ultimate guide to
successfully caring for these magnificent aquarium species. With thorough
knowledge and proper techniques, you can create a thriving and beautiful discus
fish aquarium. Remember, providing the right care involves dedication and
patience, but the rewards of witnessing healthy and vibrant discus fish make
every effort worthwhile.
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A complete manual for the discus keeper.

Now in a revised and fully updated second edition, DISCUS WORLD is the
complete manual for the tropical discus keeper. Written in clear, easy to
understand language, DISCUS WORLD is the indispensible reference guide for
caring for these fascinating fish.

Nicked named 'the new discus bible by its readers, ' DISCUS WORLD is a
complete manual for the discus keeper. Packed with loads of colour pictures,
drawings and diagrams, it is written in clear, plain English & easy to understand
layman’s terms. Keep nearby for a complete reference guide on keeping these
fascinating fish. Make no recriminations; these fish will need lots of correct care,
time and money. Do not skimp, or cut corners. If you do, they will let you know.
Correct understanding; proper feeding, regular worming the same as you would
treat other pets, and regular water changes should see healthy happy discus
living for many years. Whither you are a new beginner, breeder, or well-seasoned
discus keeper, a wealth of discus information is between these covers.

This book looks at:-
•Wild and cultivated discus.
•Which discus should I go for, cultivated or wild?
•How to set up and mature a brand new discus tank.
•Setting up a discus tank on a low budget.
•Upgrading from standard tropical fish, to discus.
•Which discus water, RO or HMA?.
•Logic location.
•Lighting and aquascaping the discus aquarium.
•Discus tank mates.
•Buying discus.



•Feeding.
•Sexing discus.
•Breeding.
•Project relocation.
•My discus tank has sprung a leak.
•Are discus really difficult?
•Far East visits.
•Health problems.
•Starting up a discus business.
•Real readers questions, answered.
…..and much, much more.

About the author:
Chris Ingham has been keeping many types of tropical fish, especially discus, for
over four decades. Discovering discus changed Chris’s life, and has taken him
around the world to places such as Singapore and Malaysia to attend the World
discus championships, Aquaramma and too many discus farms in the Far East to
name a few.
Chris’s company Plymouth Discus Products has won several awards, including
Practical Fish Keeping magazine, best discus retailer five times. He has written
regular columns on discus keeping for Tropical Fish and Tropical World
magazines and, when time allows, for Practical Fish Magazine. Chris often
speaks at clubs in his home region and attends shows around the world. By the
request of many regular readers, Chris has compiled his wisdom in book form. He
hopes you enjoy it.

Happy discus keeping!
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